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Abstract— The objective of this project is to first interface 

the onboard ADC and DAC available in the Spartan 6 

FPGA platform, so that the real signals too can be processed 

by the FPGA board. Thus first of all, the ADC was 

interfaced and the results were observed via ChipScope Pro. 

Then the DAC was interfaced and checked if it was working 

or not. Finally both were operated together, where registers 

were used to store the values of the digital data obtained 

from the ADC and then sent to the DAC for the 

reconstruction of the original signal, which could be 

observed via a DSO.ADC is a prime requirement whenever 

real-world signals come into play, hence interfacing the 

ADC is of great use and help in using the real-world signals 

for our use and further processing to extract vital 

information. DAC also aids in the said process similarly. 

The basic aim being that a given input signal should output 

exactly or nearly exactly the given input signal after having 

it passed through the ADC and the DAC. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs), and their 

counterparts, Digital to Analog converters (DACs) are 

electronic components that mostly used in digital systems 

because digital signals cannot be used directly, as all the real 

world signals are more or less analog in nature; so that the 

analog signal first gets converted into digital one, then the 

processing is done on the digital signal, and finally the 

processed output is again converted into analog signal so 

that it can be used with other systems ADC (Analog to 

Digital Converter) can covert the analog signal to the digital 

signal, and eases the storage, processing and transmission of 

the data Nyquist converters are used efficiently only for 

medium resolutions and require analog components that are 

precise and highly immune to noise and interference 

II. RELATED WORK 

M. Vogels, B. De Smedt and G. Gielen (1) presented a paper 

on “Modelling and simulation of a Sigma-Delta digital to 

analog converter using VHDL-AMS”. According to this 

paper, the Sigma-Delta digital to analog converters (DACs) 

are less prone to circuit imperfections, than their Analog to 

Digital (A/D), counterparts because the DACs have their 

noise- shaping loop all in the digital domain, while the 

ADCs have the same in the analog domain. This being the 

case, still the basic low pass filter (analog part particularly) 

degrades, the overall performance of the system, especially 

in the case of multi-bit converters (when the conversion to 

take place is more than 1 bit). This paper provides an insight 

into a way of identifying and simulating the major noise and 

harmonics contributions of the system using VHDL-AMS. 

P.W Jungwirth and A.D Poularakis (2) presented a 

paper on Dual Zero Crossing Analog-to- Digital 

Conversion. In this paper, it is discussed that in a 

conventional zero crossing analog to- digital converter 

(single crossing analog to digital convertor), the zero 

crossing times of the input signal minus a reference signal 

are interpolated in order to get a good output from the ADC. 

A dual zero crossing analog-to-digital converter 

incorporates the zero crossings of the reference signal. The 

reference signal chain, consisting of a low resolution analog-

to digital converter followed by a software phase-locked 

loop based narrow band filter make up the dual crossing 

analog to digital convertor. The reference sinusoidal wave 

signal’s bandwidth allows a narrowband digital filter to 

create an accurate estimate of the reference signal. Thus, 

according the said paper, the zero crossings of the input 

signal minus the reference signal trigger a digital latch 

thereby capturing the current output value of the estimated 

reference signal.method. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The ADC-DAC used comes on-board with Spartan 6 FPGA 

board manufactured by Xilinx Company. The analog to 

digital converter used is ADS-1601 form Texas Instruments 

Company it is a sigma delta architecture 16 bit resolution 

with 1.25 MSPS. It consists of 3-wire serial interface. It 

communicates using serial bus (SPI bus).  

The digital to analog converter used is DAC-8831 

from Texas Instruments Company it is a 16-bit DAC with 2 

MSPS sampling rate. It consists of 3-wire serial (SPI bus) 

interface its operating range is 2.7 to 5.5V 

Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA board consists of 147k 

logic cells with high speed built-in transceivers. It consists 

of 8 serial transceivers operating up to 3.2 Gb/s speed with 

end point block for PCI express 

The ADC and DAC are interfaced to FPGA board 

using VHDL language to interface between ADC and FPGA 

SPI bus is used and to interface DAC and FPGA SPI bus is 

utilized all the processing and sampling of data is done on 

FPGA board. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Communication between FPGA and ADC is initiated by 

ADC_conv signal.ADC_conv signal marks start of 

conversion of analog signal on Spartan 6 board. It cannot be 

accessed externally. The direction of the signal is from 

FPGA to ADC. The output of ADC are serial in nature both 

data (SPI_MISO) and clock (SPI_SCK).The data is (16-bit) 

in two’s complement format. The direction of this signal is 

from ADC to FPGA. Clock plays a vital role conversion as 

well as communicating data from ADC to FPGA board.  

ADC architecture is well understood by studying 

specification document and state machine is drawn to 

implement it on FPGA board. VHDL code is written for 

interfacing ADC with FPGA board. Similarly DAC 

architecture is studied thoroughly and VHDL code is written 
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to interface DAC and FPGA board. The main method was 

writing the VHDL program for the interfacing of the ADC 

with the real world signals and then interfacing the LEDs 

with the digital output of the ADC so that they would glow 

in accordance to the results output by the ADC. The ADC 

output was used to glow the on-board LEDs that are 

available in the Spartan 6 kit. The ChipScope Pro analyzer 

output waveform on the application of a sinusoidal signal to 

the ADC  

 The algorithm for operation is as follows: 

 The ADC_CONV signal is asserted to start analog 

to digital conversion. 

 The SPI_MOSI signal from ADC starts to transmit 

the data form ADC to FPGA. 

 After completion of conversion (16 clock cycles) 

ADC_CONV is again asserted, we get digital data 

output at the end of each conversion. 

 The FPGA board contains registers which are used 

to capture the digital data sampling or direct 

retransmission is decided based on user defined 

signals. 

 The DAC_CS (active low) signal is chip select 

used to select DAC. As the signal drives DAC 

process, the direction of this signal is from FPGA 

to DAC. 

 SPI_MOSI signal is used to transmit digital data 

from FPGA to DAC which will be converted into 

analog signal.  

 SPI_SCK signal is clock signal from FPGA to 

DAC helps in transmission of data and conversion 

of digital data to analog 

 The CS input is triggered which turns on SDI and 

SCK buffers and enables shift registers data is 

transferred in next 16-clock cycles  

The complete operation is controlled via VHDL 

code the SPI bus signals are controlled through internal 

signals in programming. 

Assuming a perfect reference, the worst-case output 

voltage may be calculated from the following equation: 

Unipolar Mode Worst-Case Output 

        
 
   ⁄  (        )            

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Top Level DAC Diagram: 

 
Fig. 2: Interfacing Diagram Of FPGA And ADC. 

 
Fig. 3: Interfacing Diagram of FPGA And DAC. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A.  Advantages of the System: 

Telecommunications: In telecommunications, the signal 

conversion into digital form is of prime importance, as most 

of the processing is done in digital domain. 

  Data Acquisition Systems: SCADA requires an 

efficient ADC for proper Data acquisition and data 

retrieving Uninterrupted Power Supplies: All UPS’s require 

an ADC for efficient battery usage and optimal power 

storage. Also for charging purposes it is the digital form that 

is prevalent and not the analog form. Hence ADC becomes a 

must for this purpose. 

  Mobile Communications Transmission of signals in 

the digital domain is a very costly affair. Hence the signals 

necessary for transmission, in case of mobile 
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communication, is done via analog signals. But the 

processing of the signals is done in the digital domain only. 

Hence conversion of digital to analog signals is a must and 

here comes the importance of the DAC. 

 Process Control and Industrial Automation: Digital 

signals are used for the various industrial automation 

purposes. But for transmitting those signals over large 

distances analog signals are necessary. And hence the digital 

signals need to be converted into the analog form, which is 

done via the DAC. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The onboard ADC & DAC of the Spartan 6 FPGA Board 

were properly interfaced with real world signal. 

 Chipscope-Pro was used to analyze the internal 

signals. 

 Because of the low power consuming capability of 

the ADC it can handle any kind of data. 

 The ADC was analyzed for a Sinusoid and a 

constant voltage supply 

 The DAC was analyzed and checked with ramp 

input. 

 
Fig 4: Ramp Signal Obtained By Passing Increasing Pattern 

Through DAC 

VIII. FUTURE WORK 

The ADC-DAC codes can still be improvised for real time 

application. 

The system can effectively used for data 

acquisition systems for high Capacity data. 

It can also be used to implement Fast Fourier 

Transform and Short Time Fast Fourier Transformed for 

analog inputs. 
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